Must have earrings in every girl’s wardrobe
Posted by Emelie Hyde On 02/26/2021
Your jewelry wardrobe is as important as your clothing wardrobe. In them, earrings have these magical powers to perk up every smile, occasion or clothes. You
can also do without accessorising with a necklace, but it just doesn't feel right without earrings.
A perfect pair of earrings differentiates any outfit, whether western or ethnic. To match various dresses, hairstyles and face types, there is a variety of earrings to
choose from. You have to pick earrings that suit you best if you want to stand out in the crowd, a pair that not only suits your ensemble but also looks gorgeous
on your face.
An earring wardrobe won't be made in a day and would need an everlasting collection of versatile pieces. It's going to take a couple of years and you need to
continue adding your findings there.
So let's talk about what we need in our wardrobe with earrings.
Studs
Women with oval or oblong faces will look fantastic with studs, with the forehead as wide as the cheekbones and the remainder of the face narrow.
The great thing about studs is that every dress, formal or semi-formal, goes with them. For the everyday look, studs with single gems, cluster tops or pearl studs
are outstanding. Choose tiny patterns and wear dresses with them.
Ear Cuffs
Ear cuffs can give multiple piercings an illusion. They can give you a look that's boho and trendy. Pair them with your western outfits and proudly flaunt them.
With so many new gold earring models and designs, there is a huge variety to choose from today even in the ear cuffs category. They act as a classy statement
piece and add an edge to your outfit in the best possible way.
Drop Earrings
Drop earrings are sophisticated. They look stunning whether they are short or long. You can pair them with any traditional outfit, from sarees to anarkalis. Not just
ethnic outfits, drop earrings go pretty well even with modern attires. They can also be a great way to add some glamour to your power dressing style as well.
Hoops
The hoops are straightforward and elegant. They come to your rescue when you are uncertain about which earring to pick. Simple hoops are elegant and your
look adds a timeless elegance to those with pearls or other details.
You can team them up with the trendy chokar designs for your deep necklines, totally leveling up your outfit game.
They are highly versatile and can be worn to formal as well as casual events.
Diamond earrings
The radiant glow of any woman is when she flaunts her diamonds, seldom seen with any other stone. The aura of diamonds, no matter where she is from, is sure
to give her the admiration she deserves. You can never go wrong with a pair of diamond danglers or studs paired with a chic and classy black or red dress for a
date night.
If you go a little more formal, though, with this earring style, you have several choices.
If you haven't started collecting and developing your earring collection yet, earrings are a lot of fun. Enjoy your shopping spree ladies!
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